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1. Introduction 
Let r be a nonnegative integer, the class of 2;r-periodic continuous functions 
which have r continuous derivatives, C2„=C®)t, 3Tn the set of trigonometric poly-
nomials of degree at most n. Let 
be projection operators, that is, linear operators with the following properties: 
(i) Pn(fx)£STn if f<iC2K, 
(ii) Pn(f,x)=f(x) if f£2Tn. 
Furthermore, 
s „ p M ^ i l 
o^/ec.« 11/1! 
is the norm of the r times dilferentiated operator, || • || denotes supremum norm over 
the real line, En(f) 
is the best approximation of f£C i K by trigonometric polynomials 
of degree n, and 
co(f, 8) = max mx+h)-f(x)\\. 
Recently, P . O . RUNCK, J . SZABADOS and P . VÉRTESI [1] studied the convergence 
of differentiated trigonometric projection operators, they established 
Theorem A. If f£C\K and PniC2n-+£Tn, then 
!!/«(*) -P«(/, x)\\ = 0(£„(/(r)) + En(f) ||). 
On the divergence phenomena [1] showed 
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Theorem B. Given r S 0, a modulus of continuity co(t) such that 
(1) lim - 4 - r = 0, v ' «-o+ co(t) 
and a sequence of projection operators then there exists an fr(x)£ 
€Cr(a>) such that 
— « , ( > . - > ) tog rt— " 
where 
Cr(co) = { / (x) : fZC\„ sup 0 I o o ^v) > 
Theorem C. Given r^O, a sequence of projection operators 
and a sequence lim e„=0, then there exists an / r ( x ) £ W L i p 1 such H-«eo 
that 
limsup ^ 
n - ~ 8 n / i log n 
where 
W'Uv 1 = / w € L i p 1}. 
From the above discussions, a natural question thus arises: Can we remove 
condition (1) eventually while the same conclusion of Theorem B still holds? 
Using some new ideas, together with the basic methods given in [1] and careful 
calculation, the present paper will prove this fact. 
Lemma 1. Let 
then for |x|=i/r8/2, 
and for |x|arW-1/2, 
2. Result and Proof 
J=N J 
ys*,.(*)l = 0(N-W). 
Proof . It is easy to see that 
(2) | S » . . ( * ) | s n | * | 
since 
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At the same time, by Abel transform, 
while 
• sin/x " - 1 1 4 1 4 
2 — f - = 2 777TTT 2 s inkx + — 2 sin**. J=K J J=N JU+1) k=N « t = N 
COS 
2 sin kx — k=N 
(7+t) *+cos T) * 
„ . X 2 sin — 2 
so ») 
(3) 
Now Lemma 1 follows from (2) and (3). 







||gw(*)|| s Crf, 
Hg^toll == Cn1, j = r,r+1, 
f 0 ( t f + 2 ' 3 ) , |*| si B - i 
l*£+1>(*)l = {0{tf **'*), |*| s «~1/4, 
4 f gS>(ODm(t)dt^ Crf log n, 
71 J —jr 2/1 + 1 sin-
2 s i n y 
w r/je nth Dirichlet kernel. 
Proof . Set 
g«r(x) = * 
then 
Bnr 
tn»/Sl COS ((" - j ) [„,/»] cos [(« +. / )*+ 
T"̂ 3) COS (/2 — /) X OOS(R + / )X^ • «£?> v v - - A — 2rfs\nnx 2 





l) In the whole paper, C always indicates some positive constant depending upon r but inde-
pendent of n which may have different values at different places. 
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Furthermore, 
„ ^ sin jx n r . ^ 2if+L cos nx 2J —7—h 2rf sin nx 2 cos Jx 
S 2rf in I [ 2 ] - ^ + | s i n n x | | l"£] cos jx |]. 
H=T"1/2I J 
Altogether with Lemma 1 and 
[fl2/3] 
2, 
|sin nx\ s n |x|, 
[n2/3J 
I 2 cosyxl = 0(min{«2/3 , |x| -1}), 
we then get for |x| s n " 1 , girr+1)(x) = 0(rf+2'3), and for 
g(nrr+1)(x) = 0(rT+*'% 
(6) is completed. By above discussions and the well-known estimate 
= 0(1) 2
 s m J x 
J=i J 
for all n, (5) is trivial. The estimate (4) is also not difficult. If r=0 , then (5) implies 
(4). Let 1, we have 
[n2/3] 1 
||g„r(x)|| ^ 2tf 2 :,„ ,.y - 0(rf), 
which implies (4). At last, 
1 r I""3] 1 
- f gS>(0Dn(t) dt = rf 2 -f^Crf log n, n -i ;=r»1/2l J that is (7). 
Theorem. Given r^O, a modulus of continuity co(t) and a sequence of projec-
tion operators Pn£C2„—then there exists an fr(x)£Cr(w) such that 
limsup > 0 . 
CO(M_1) log n 
Proof . Considering Theorem B, we only need to prove our theorem in Lip 1 
case. If for any fixed N, 
limsup I ' ^ W - f fa»,*)| . Q , 
n Mog/J 
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then gNr(x) is the required function. Now we suppose otherwise for any fixed N, 
n - 1 log n (8) jim •
KMrK J z i ;J : K r ' = o. 
Using the argument from [1], p. 291, we have 
/Pnir) M -+u),-u)du = ± f g%>(0D„(t)dt. 
— s —it 
By (7) we get 
(9) ||PB«(gnr,x)|| s C i f log n. 
We select a subsequence from natural numbers « i<« 2 <. . . by induction. 
Let n t = \ . After nk, we choose nk+1 satisfying the following properties: 
(10) 
(11) tik+i ^ m i n j l , HiJ^ir1}nf \ 
( 1 2 ) «£+ilog/i t+1 = * 1 0 8 k ' J - 1 ' 2 ' 
Due to (8), (12) is possible. Define 
/r(*) = 2 g i j r M n j ' - 1 . 
./=1 
Clearly, /r£C£„. For ¿>0 , let n ^ + ^ S ^ n ^ 1 . Then by mean value theorem 
there is a [0, 1] such that 
I / « ( * + $ ) - / « ( * ) ! g 8 2 + nJr~1 + 2 2 IISn'r(*)ll"7r-1 : = 
Due to (5), (6) and (11), 
j=i j=k+i 
I2SC 2 "J1 = 0(nkU) = 0(8). j-=k+1 
Meanwhile since ( n r \ n r ^ O X n J 1 , «J1 / 4)=0,1 =§/</ (by (10)), if x+e k 8£(n^\ n r w ) 
for some /„, then 
x + dMin^njV*) 
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for 1 S j ^ k j ^ i g , that is, x+0k8 satisfies (6). Therefore, 
A S д (I^V' (.x + 0k8)\ п70'-1+ 2 I fit1* (* + ek 5)| nj" ») s 0 13ijSk,j*i0 
^ C8(l+ 2 nj1») = 0(8), 
j=I 
thus we have proved f r £ W Lip 1. On the other hand, 
IIf,('\x)-P£(f„ x)|| s ¡P^C^r, x^r,;'-1-. 
- 21 KlM-P^Hgnjr^)^-1- 2 }=1 j=k 
- 2 I K i g n j r . x n i j ' - 1 := 
From (9), 
(13) s C ^ - M o g « , , 
while (5), (11) and (12) imply that 
(14) ¿6 = 0 { 2 п Г ) = О («Г1), 
J=k 
(15) = 0(k~1nk1lognk), 
finally using (4) and (11) we get 
(16) г в = о( | |# ; )ц 2 и/1) = 0 ( | | ^ | | «¿-Л) = OK - 1 ) . 
j=k+1 
Combining (13)—(16), we thus have 
II /«(*)-P„ ( ;>(/ r , *)| ё Сиг1 logПк 
for sufficiently large k. Theorem is proved. 
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